'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: U9-12

Date:

Learn To Train

Team:

Session Theme: 1v1 Attacking

Time:

1v1 Attacking

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Organization:

Coaching Points:

- Area as shown - 20x20yds with
- Two teams
- Gates width: 3 yds; Net on one side or Pug nets

- Dribble towards defender at speed
- Perform move 2 steps before
defender (timing)
- Accelerate past defender into
open space
- Be creative while attempting to
beat defender
- Creativity - attempt moves!

Instructions:
- Start with White team passing to Green or coach can play the ball
in.
- Player (green) dribbles towards defender and attempts to beat
them with a move
- If attacking player dribbles the ball under control through either
gate they receive:1 pt
- If defending player wins the ball, they attempt to score by shooting
into goals
- After a few rounds, teams switch sides and roles (defending to
attacking & vice versa)

THEME:
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Get Out of There!

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up two nets, or gates with cones.

- eye contact/communication
- ball control
- change of speed/direction
- moves/creativity

Coach calls out number of players
playing ie. 2 white, 1 green. Those
players run onto the field and play to be
the first to score in the opposite team's
net.
Coach can call 1v1, 2v1, 2v2, 2v3 etc.
THEME:

1v1 Gates

Organization:
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Coaching Points:

- Attack with speed
1 ball between two players.
- Creativity (be confident to use moves)
Play 1v1, players try and dribble through as
- Attract your opponent before beating them
many gates as possible in 1 minute. If
(use outside of foot when moving away from
defender wins the ball they become the
defender)
attacker immediately.
At the end of the minute winner gets 3pts. Tie - Running with ball vs Dribbling (lace if space,
inside of foot to protect ball if close in)
is 2 pts.
- Keep ball on furthest foot from the defender
Switch partner, then play another minute.
See who has the most points at the end of the - Use body/arm to shield
- Head up/awareness
exercise.

THEME:
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1v1 Tag

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Players race around the cone in front of them, into
the grid (as shown). Green players try
and run past the end line without being tagged by
the White Player.

- change of speed/direction
- creativity
- agility, balance, coordination
- ball control

Encourage change of speed/direction.
After all players get a turn, Switch roles, White attack
opposite end line and Greens try and tag them.
Progression - add ball - have to dribble past end line
to score
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